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LITERATURE AS INTERACTION:
A SYSTEMS MODEL OF LITERARY COMPOSITIO
AND RECEPTION
PIOTR SADOWSKI

AMERICAN C OLLEGE D UBLIN

The paper out lines a theoretical model of literary co mposit ion and recept ion in the l
Mari an Mazur 's cybernetic theory of autonomous systems l , and shows bow the inter
nature of the li terary process determin es the negotiation of meaning both at the cr
and the receiving end .

In systems science the "system" is ge nerally understood as a set of interrelated
ments', wi th emphasis on "interrelatedness" between the e lements invo lved. Su
integrative, holistic approach implies that empirical reali ty cannot be treated
s imple conglomerati on of different elements thrown together at random, and ne
can it be reduced to a selected element or types of elements. For examp le, a redu

of literary meaning to a single factor: be it the soc ia-economic cond itions in w

the text is produced (as in Marxis t criti cism), the auth or'S intimate personal hi
Cas in Freudian criticism), the intrinsic aestheti c qualities of the text itself(as in
C riticism), or the reader 's subj ective, associative response to the text (as in de
structive criticism), betokens a fragmentary and therefore reduct ion ist approa
literary meaning. In an integrati ve model postulated by systems science the lit
process is viewed as consisting of interrelated sys tems in vo lving th e author an
reader as autonomous systems 3, with their personalities, life hi stories, and lit
competences; the text as a linguistic medium of communication possessing its
structure; and the socio-cultural environment in wh ich bo th th e author, the re
and the text are immersed, with every system involved affecting and being aff
by all the others'.
Systems constituting empirical reality interact Cor are coupled) with one an
by exchanging information and energy', the process th at of necessity affec ts a
systems involved. For example, durin g literary com pos ition the author 's person
and life are in various ways affected by the writing process, as is th e text itselfi
sense that is being written, revised, edited, etc. At the receiving end of the lit
process the reader's personality and life are also in various ways affected by the rea
process, as is the text itself in the se nse th at it can be glossed, annotated, ed
censo red, banned, destroyed, etc.
When system X is being affected by system Y we talk about the input, or stim
to system X, and when system X affects system Y we talk about th e output, or reac
of system X. Interaction between coupled systems means in practice a transform
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A simple transformation of this formula g ives us an equati on for
= r . S, which has far-reaching theoretical and pra
rega rding the behaviour of empirical sys tems. Here we shall co n
to the problem of literary composition and reception.
First of all, the equation tells us that the re ac tion of any syste
causes, of which one exists inside the system (its reacti vity), whi
from outside the system (stimulus). Thi s effectively means that n

system as R

on the basis of stimul us alone (as is maintained, for example, by b
that no system can react on the exclusive basis o f its internal process

detetmin ism fo r exa mp le). Any reaction of necessity involves th e

two parameters : one cxisti ng inside the system independently from

and th e other coming from the env ironment independe nt ly from t
In th e process of literary compositio n we are dealing first of a
systems of author an d text, and in th e proces of litera ry reception
the simplest case, w ith the coupled sys tems of text and reader.

re lations betwecn reactions, stimuli , and reactivities of the two sys
be visualised in the following schema :
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System X with a given reactivity r is coupled with system Y with a
The reacti on x of system X provid~s the stimulus to system Y, just
"lie

1Il"'"!, or stim ulus,

or reaction,
a transfonnation
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system Y provides the stimulus to system X. If the interacti on

systems continue in time, we are effectively dealing with feedback lo

(begi nning w ith system X) reaction x, as the stimulus to sys tem
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stimulus Xl determined by reactivity r in system Y, reaction x, to stimulus y determin
by rea ctivity r in system X, and so Yon. Using the main eq·uation for th~ reac tion
the system (R ~ r· S) the first cycle of interactions between systems X and Y (author
text, or text- reader) can be expressed as y I = rv . x t , and the second cycle as x 2 =
YI , This means that the reaction of any coupled system involves simultaneously
system 's reactivi ty and the reaction o f the other system.

With regard to the process of literary composition, with the author as system

and the text as system Y, the interactive formula shows that the text created by
author is at every stage a prod uct (in the mathematica l sense) of the author 's reacti v

involving such complex parameters as authorial intention, literary competence, e

and the sti mul us in the form of the current shape orthe text. The author's reaction
new fragment of text written down) is in turn a stimulus to the already existing te
as a result of which the text changes its reactivity in that the relat ions binding
elements of the system together undergo change. A modi fi ed text pro vides the
new stimulus to the author, who reacts by adding new elements, a reaction determin
both by the current shape of the text and by the au thor's new response to it. As th
interactive cycles enfold, the author keeps add ing new elemen ts to the text
constantl y changi ng its shape, wh ich in turn modifies the author's subsequent respon
to the text.
Let me usc an imaginary example to illustrate how this interactive process mi
work' . A playwright sets out to write a soliloquy for a tragic protagonist who in
course of events found himself in a situation with no apparent positive solution. T
playwright begins the soliloquy by writing, say, "To be", thus creatin g a text consis
at this stage of two elements, "To" and "be", bound together by a grammatical
which tell s us that "To be" is a verb meaning " to exist" in the infinitive fonn. T
text is now perceived by the aut hor, who reacts to the general meaning of "ex isten
in the li ght of what he intends to tell us about the protago ni st caught in an apparen
inso luble existential crisis. I f, for examp le, the playwright wishes to indicate a situa
of existent ial choice, he may decide to contrast the already existi ng text "To be" w
an alternative concept of " nonexistence", thus presenting the protagoni st wi
dilemma. So the author adds the wo rds "or not to be", expanding the text with
elements which affect the form er relation between the words " To" and "be", crea
new text and generating new meaning. In the new text "To be, or not to be"
former text "To be" ceases to funct ion as a general verb denoting "existence",
has now become an element in an alternative which raises an existential questio
whether or not to exist. This new meaning provides in turn a fresh stimulus to
author, who now considers the text in its present shape, and decides to Slim up
new mean ing by writing "that is the question", to indicate the protagonist 's aware
of his existential dilemma. The newly-created text "To be, or not to be - that is
question" consists now of an en larged number of elements, whose meaning has a
been modified into something that was not in the tex t before, and as th e cycle
interactions between the author and the text enfold, marc text and new meanings
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being generated.
Mechanica l as this exchange of feedbacks may appear, it does not in fact take
away from the writing process the characteristics usually associated with literature

such as creativity, originality, even mystery. The nature of interactions can be described

in physical and mathematical language, but it is imposs ible at any stage to detennine
either the number and type of textual elements or their meaning before the text has
been completed. The creative process is at every stage a product of the au thor 's
intention- a very elusive, shifting, and often intuitive thing indeed, and the stimulus
provided by the text itself. The unpredictab le nature of those feedbacks explains the
excitement often felt by writers during creation, as well as the impossibility to detemline
the fina l shape of the text before it is finished. James Joyce's Ulysses started as a
short story which got out of hand, ending up as a long and formally extremel y
complicated novel. Situations of th is kind occur when the author 's reactivity (intention)
changes in the course of writing, constantly modified by the changing shape of the
text, so that the two variables (the author's and the text's reacti vi tes) constantly modify
onc another in a way impossible to detennine or predict.

It would appear that the above described dynamic natu re of interactions between
the author and the text is at variance with a view dominating in contemporary critical
theory, whereby the author is den ied the status ofa thinki ng and wil ling agent, able to
act intentionall y in relation to his work. In postmodern thought in general intellectual
freedom is regarded as a myth, as is the notion of authorial intention, since- it is
argued- what appears in the mind is an unstable collection of concepts detennined
by language and culture operat ing outside the aut hor and independently from him. In
literature reduced to socially determined discourse, texts are effectively den ied any
individual authorship (vide Roland Barthes' pronouncement of the "death of the
author"), and are seen as existing outside the mind in a linguistic meta-sphere, in
some inexplicable way unaffected by the will and intention of human agents who
produce these texts.
The same in teractive formula app lies to literary reception, which in the si mplest
case involves the coupled systems of text and reader (now X and Y respective ly).
Analogously to the problem of literary composition, reading and understanding of
the text (reaction y) is at every stage a product of what the reader expects to find in
the text (reactivity r ), and what the text re veals (reaction x). Meaning is therefore
negotiated in a cha i ~ offeedbacks between the tex t and the reader, an d it cannot exist
outside this interactive process. In other words, meaning is neither present in the text
alone (a common enough mi stake), nor in the reader's mind independently from the
text, but it requires the simultaneous presence of these two factors: one referring to
the shape of the text (stimulus), and the other to the reader's literary competence and
ex pectations (reactivity).
Among the contemporary theoretical aproaches to literary reception nearest to
the interactive mechanics here presented is the phenomenological reception-theory,
which likewise sees reading as a psychological interaction between reader and text.

Most relevant here is Wol fga ng Ise r 's notion of the imp li ed reader, "designating
netwo rk of response-inviting structures, which impel the reader to grasp the text' ''
Iser's phe nomenology of the reading process is clearl y analogous to systemic fo rm ulae
regarding the text -

reader interactions: "rea ding is not a di rect ' intern alization'

because it is not a one-way process . .. it is a dynamic interaction between text and

reade!""", and "every reading moment sends out stimul i into th e memory, and what is

recalled can activa te the perspecti ves in such a way that they continual ly modify an d
so individuali ze one another'O",
The depe ndence of the reading process on the two va riables, one presented by
the text and the othe r broug ht into the process by the reader, al so indicates that
relevant mea ning of the tex t cannot be a res ult ofa free and unrestrained "play of the
signifier" in the reader's mind, as appears to be the case in certai n extreme version
of the reader-response criticism. Now matter how imaginati ve and inventive a reader
can be in imposing his or her own preconceptions 0 11 the text, the conditions presented
by the tex t itse lf always parti cipate in the negotiati o n o f meaning, effecti vely
constraining the meaning to what, in reasonable estimate, is relevant to the text. The
text cannot be treated the re fore as a "black hole" ab le to absorb any conceivable
interpretation, because the text's parameters limi t the range of perm issib le meaning
(provided of course that the reader is prepared to accept these parameters as constraint
in interpretation). To use a rather facetious example: while there can be disagreemen
among critics wheth er some of Shakespeare's so nnets describ e heterosexua l o
homosexual love (both relevant meanings), all readers will probably agree that these
sonnets are abo ut lo ve an d not about the possibility o f li fe on Mars (an irre levan
meani ng).
T he cou pl ing between tex t and reader and the meaning thus nego tiated can be
illustrated by an earl ier-quoted example. At some point in the play in which the
protago nist has been brought to a situation of no ap parent positive solution, the reade
reads (or hea rs from the stage) the wo rds "To be" at the start of what looks li ke a
solil oquy (since the actor is a lone on the stage). Prov ided the reader's cur iosity
(positive reacti vity) has been aroused by the developments in the pl ay up to thi
moment, the reader reads on (or continues listening) to discover the new element "o
not to be", which modifies the earli er "To be" so that now it form s an element in an
alternati ve "To be, or not to be", Assuming that the reader's reacti vity remains positi ve
the presented alternati ve combined with the protagoni st's dramatic situation suggest
to the reader an existential dilemma. The next element " that is the questi on" aga in
modifies the meaning of the earl ie r text by implying the protagonist's awa reness o
the dilemma. The chain of feedbacks thus set in moti on continues as lo ng as the
reader 's interest in the text persists, and as long as the text is able to sustain tha
interest, that is, as long as both the reader 's and the text's reactivities remain positive
The interacti ve nature of literary composition and reception also shows that the
two sides of the literary process, the creati ve and the receptive, are to a large exten
analogous. In particular, the interactive model dispels a commonly held view abou
the bas ically "acti ve" character of writing as compared to the basically "pass ive"
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character of reading. The physical nature of feedbacks shows that any interaction
between coupled systems, be it author- text or tex t- reader, is both active and passive
at the same tim e, because it re lies in essence on rece ivin g stimu li by both systems
in vo lved and on transfonnin g them into react ions. 80th the autho r and the reader
negotia te the ir meaning of the tex t through a seri es of feedbacks, and no meaning
exists apart from this interactive, passive-active process.
Another important observation that can be made from the interactive model of

the literary process is that we are always dealing with two main types of meaning
related to th e text: one negotiated by the author and th e oth er negotiated by the reader.
Following a s imilar distinction introduced by E. D. Hirsc h, Jr. ", the meaning of the
text is negotiated in the course of the author 's interaction wi th the text, whereas the
reader 's interaction wi ll produce th e significance of th e text. Which of these two
types of meaning is th e more important depe nds on the objectives and ass umptions
underlying the critical exercise. For examp le, traditional, historical criticism has always
been morc interested in the reconstruction of the author's original meaning in the
light of authoria l poss ible intention and the historical context, while the more recent

reader-oriented schools of cri ticism have focused morc on th e significance ofliterary

works. In the latter case authoria l int ention is dismi ssed as both indeterminable and
ultimately irrelevant, and literary interpretation relies for the most part on identifying
the critic's own, often hi g hl y subjecti ve and herm et ic respo nse to the text <as in

deconstructi ve analyses).

Theo reticaly speaking, it is poss ible to d istinguish the fo ll owing types of relations
between the author's meaning and the reader's signi fi cance in relation to the same
tex t:
-

when the author's meaning and the reader 's significance are identical , we

ta lk about the reader's understanding of the text. This happens when the author's
metaphor, a llusion, a hint, etc. is correctly identified by th e reader;

- the author's meaning and the reader's signi ficance may be unidentical, which
can involve the following three situations:
- when the author 's meaning is not matched by any significance in the reader
we talk abou t th e reader's incomprehension of the text. This happens when the author's
metaphor, allusion, a hint, etc. is lost on the reader, who does not even suspect the
presence of any non-literal meaning;
- when the reader 's sign ificance is not matched by any mean ing in the author
we talk about the reader 's overilJtelpretatiolJ of th e text. This happens when the
reader imputes a metaphorical, impli cit meaning in places that were not intented as
such by th e author;
- when the author's meaning is different from the reader's significance we
talk about the reader's misunderstanding of the text. This happens when a metaphor,
allusion, a hint, etc. is understood differently by the read er and by th e author.
A si ngle read ing of the text will include one, more th an one, or all of the abovelisted possibi lities: that is, understanding, incomprehension, overinterpretation, and
misunderstandin g, in varying degrees. More precisely, a sing le fact wi ll be read as
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one of the above, but in a text ofsuftic ient lengt h and complexity all possibilities
bound to occur. Of course, the most desirable si tuation is a full compatibil ity betwe
the author's meaning and th e reader's sig nificance, that is, fu ll understand ing of
text. This, however, is often difficult to achieve, especiall y in re lation to comp
texts, as it would require a comp lete " merge r" of th e author 's and the reader's liter
competenees, wh ich is nearl y as impossible as expecting a perfect match a
compatibili ty between two di fferent personalities. In practice therefore "to understan
a text means to reduce its incomprehension as mu ch as poss ible, normally accomp lish
by a c lose study of the context in whic h the texl was composed, of the author's
and personality, of the relevant socia-cultural background, etc., as is indeed do ne
histori cal criticism. Traditional as this critical procedure may appear, it dwells o
ho li stic ass umption that the literary process involves not on ly the texl and the read
Cas in recent reader-oriented criti cism), but also the author and th e orig inal context
the text. When the author 's possib le meaning, howe ver hypotheti cal it may be
accepted by the reade r as a const raint in interpretation , li terary criti cism brings
reader's sign ificance as close to th e original context of th e composition of the text
historical circumstances perm it, and literature is allowed to perfonn its communicat
funct ion in the social exchange of ideas. If, on the other hand , literary interpretati
is freed from the constraints of the text, the author, and the histo rical context, the t
becomes a launching pad for the critics own subjecti ve Cover)intcrpretatons, in whi
the main object is to ad vertise th e critic rather than the text o r th e author.
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